A data-driven methodology is developed to analyze how ambient and wake turbulence affect the power generation of wind turbine(s). Using supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) data from a wind plant, we select two sets of wind velocity and power data for turbines on the edge of the plant that resemble (i) an out-of-wake scenario and (ii) an in-wake scenario. For each set of data, two surrogate models are developed to represent the turbine(s) power generation as a function of (i) the wind speed and (ii) the wind speed and turbulence intensity. Three types of uncertainties in turbine(s) power generation are investigated: (i) the uncertainty in power generation with respect to the reported power curve; (ii) the uncertainty in power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for only mean wind speed; and (iii) the uncertainty in power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for both mean wind speed and turbulence intensity. Results show that (i) the turbine(s) generally produce more power under the in-wake scenario than under the out-of-wake scenario with the same wind speed; and (ii) there is relatively more uncertainty in the power generation under the in-wake scenario than under the out-of-wake scenario.
Introduction
Renewable energy resources have become a primary focus in government policies, in academic research, and in the power industry. Among the renewable energy technologies, wind energy has taken a lead; it currently contributes approximately 4% of worldwide electricity consumption [1] . Wind energy comes from wind power plants that consist of multiple wind turbines distributed throughout a substantial stretch of land (onshore) or water (offshore). The power generated by a wind plant is an intricate function of the configuration and location of the individual wind turbines. The flow pattern inside a wind plant is complex, primarily due to the wake effects and the highly turbulent flow. Wake losses lead to significant energy loss, especially in large-scale wind plants. The average wake loss is approximately 5%e20% of the power output from the whole wind plant, depending on turbine placement and site climatology [2] . The offshore average ambient turbulence is typically between 6% and 8% at heights of approximately 50 m; the onshore average is between 10% and 12% [3] . Within a wind plant, turbulence is characterized by ambient and wake turbulence. Ambient turbulence is defined as the normal turbulence at the site that would be experienced by a single, stand-alone turbine. Wake turbulence is caused by upwind turbines shading those downstream [4] . In the past years, a number of experimental and computational studies have been performed to investigate different wake characteristics within a wind plant, such as velocity deficit, turbulence intensity, multiple wake interactions, and wake width and trajectory at various distances downwind [3e14] .
In the presence of turbulence, with the same wind speed, the same turbine might generate different power under ambient turbulence (when the turbine is out of the wake of other turbines) and under wake turbulence (when the turbine is in the wake of other turbines). The research questions for this paper are:
1. Under the same wind conditions, how do ambient and wake turbulence affect the power generation of a wind turbine within a wind plant?
2. For in-wake scenarios, how does the turbulence affect the estimation of wind power when the source of the wind speed is local or remote?
A methodology is developed in this paper to analyze the effects of ambient and wake turbulence on the power generation of a wind turbine. Quantifying different sources of uncertainties in wind power generation attributed to turbulence is the major contribution of this study. Three types of uncertainties in turbine power generation are quantified and analyzed: (i) the uncertainty in power generation with respect to the reported power curve; (ii) the uncertainty in power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for only mean wind speed; and (iii) the uncertainty in power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for both mean wind speed and turbulence intensity. The findings from this study could be utilized to (i) develop more accurate wind power forecasting models, and (ii) design optimal wind plant to maximize the power generation. The uncertainty information would also be uniquely helpful for developing a probabilistic wind power forecast that can be used in power system operations. Different studies have been performed in the literature to quantify wind power uncertainties at different spatial and temporal scales for optimal power system operations [15e20]. The developed method in this paper can be applied to multiple wind farms within a balancing authority to more accurately quantify the wind power uncertainty, thereby improving the economic and reliability performance of the power system scheduling.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: a brief summary of the wind plant monitoring data is provided in Section 2 ; the methodology for turbulence analysis is developed in Section 3; Sections 4 and 5 present the results and discussion of the single and multiple turbines case studies. Note that, during analysis, the wind speed vs. output power data for turbine A07 was found to be erroneous, attributed to the malfunctioning local anemometer. Hence, for the multiple turbines case study, reference to "A01-A09" assumes that A07 is not included.
Wind Plant Monitoring Data
The monitoring data from a wind plant in Northern Colorado with approximately 300 MW of capacity was analyzed in this paper [21] . The turbines are spread throughout an area of approximately 17 km by 17 km. There are two meteorological towers at this site. The site map in Fig. 1 shows the relative distances among turbines and meteorological towers. The blue, yellow, and red dots represent 1.5-MW turbines, 1-MW turbines, and meteorological towers, respectively. The 1.5-MW and 1-MW turbines are at heights of 80 m and 69 m, respectively. The turbines are generally lined up in rows that are perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction (northwest) at the site. The average distance between two turbines in the same row is approximately 320 m, or roughly 5 rotor diameters. The distance among rows ranges from approximately 530 m to more than 8,900 m. The two meteorological towers measure wind speed (in m/s) and direction (from 0 to 359 ) at 50 m and 80 m at meteorological tower MET01, and at 50 m and 69 m at meteorological tower MET02 [21] .
A plant information (PI) system is installed at the wind plant to collect detailed operating information. For each turbine, the collected data include turbine status (availability and online status), rotor speed (rpm), power output (kW), nacelle position (degree), and wind speed from the anemometer on top of each nacelle (m/s). The output of the entire plant is monitored by the utility's supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system and transmitted to its PI system. The wind speed, direction, barometric pressure, and temperature data from the two meteorological towers are also stored by the PI system.
Methodology Development for Turbulence Analysis
Using the SCADA data from the wind plant, a methodology was developed to analyze the effects of ambient and wake turbulence on the power generation of a single and multiple wind turbines by observing the following sequences.
Single turbine e Turbine A10
a) One turbine on the edge of the wind plant was selected, and two groups of wind and power generation data were determined: (i) an out-of-wake scenario, a set of data (wind speed, wind direction, and wind turbine power generation) when the turbine directly faces incoming winds; and (ii) an in-wake scenario, a set of data when the turbine is in the wake of other turbines. b) For each group of data, two surrogate models were developed to represent the power generation as a function of (i) the wind speed and (ii) the wind speed and turbulence intensity. Regression methods can be used for this purpose, and the support vector regression (SVR) method was adopted in this study. c) The uncertainty in the surrogate models was quantified, which serves as an approximation of the uncertainty in turbulence effects on wind power generation.
Multiple turbines -Turbines A01 -A09
a) A group of nine turbines on the edge of the wind plant were selected, and a set of data (wind speed, direction, and and power generation) were determined for an in-wake scenario. b) For each turbine, four surrogate models were developed to represent the power generation as a function of: (i) turbine measured wind speed, (ii) MET01 tower wind speed, (iii) turbine measured speed and turbulence intensity, and (iv) MET01 wind speed and turbulence intensity. Similar to the single turbine case, SVR was adopted. c) Similar to the single turbine study, the uncertainty in the surrogate models was quantified to approximate the turbulencecaused uncertainty effects on wind power generation. 3.3. Determining two groups of wind and power generation data: in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios
With the wind plant SCADA data, the analysis of the in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios could be performed. To investigate the effects of ambient turbulence (out-of-wake scenario), a single turbine (or a group of turbines) on the edge of a wind plant was selected. For the single turbine scenario, a 1.5-MW turbine (A10 in Fig. 1 ) was analyzed in this study. This turbine A10 is mainly in the wake of turbine A09 in certain wind direction conditions. For the multiple turbines scenario, nine turbines (A01eA09 in Fig. 3(a) ) were selected. The data used in the paper included (i) 10-min wind speed, direction, and power generation data from the turbines during the entire year 2011; (ii) 10-min wind speed and direction data from the meteorological tower (MET01) during the entire year 2011; and (ii) 1-min wind speed and direction data from the meteorological tower during the summer of 2011 (July, August, and September).
The wind data were divided into two periods where turbine A10 either faces incoming winds directly or is in the wake of other turbines. Fig. 2(a) shows the out-of-wake scenario; A10 faces incoming winds directly when the wind direction is within the angle of a A10 . To determine a A10 , two dashed lines (A10eA07 and A10eB26) were created by connecting A10 to turbines A07 and B26. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the in-wake scenario; A10 is in the wake of other turbines when the wind direction is within the angle of b A10 . The angle of b A10 is 30 , which was determined based on the dashed line A10eA09. For A10, (i) the turbine is only in ambient turbulence when the incoming wind direction is within the bounds: 331 < q < 354 ; and (ii) the turbine is in the wake of other turbines when the wind direction is within the bounds: 69 < q < 99 . The parameter q is the wind direction; the values 0 , 90 , 180 , and 270 indicate incoming winds from the north, east, south, and west, respectively.
For the scenario of multiple turbines, the same incoming wind direction (331 < q < 354 ) is used for the out-of-wake scenario. 4 shows the scatter plot of recorded wind speed and turbine power generation for the in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios.
Figs. 4(a) and (b) represent wind speed measured from A10 and the meteorological tower MET01, respectively. Circle points represent the power and speed relationship when the turbine is only in ambient turbulence, and triangle points represent the power and speed relationship when the turbine is in the wake of other turbines. The reported power curve from the manufacturer [22] is provided in Fig. 4(c) . A wind rose is a graphical tool used by meteorologists to provide a succinct illustration of how the wind speed and wind direction are distributed. Fig. 5 shows wind rose diagrams from the whole year 2011 at the wind plant. The wind roses were generated from the 10-min recorded wind data at MET01. It was observed that winds from the northwest and the southeast dominated throughout the year.
Surrogate modeling: wind power as a function of wind speed and turbulence intensity
For each set of data (in-wake and out-of-wake), two surrogate models were developed to represent the turbine(s) power generation (i) as a function of the wind speed only and (ii) as a function of the wind speed and turbulence intensity. The first type of surrogate models was expressed as P a ¼f ðUÞ and P w ¼f ðUÞ (1) where P a and P w were the estimated wind power of A10 (or the nine turbines A01eA09) in the out-of-wake and in-wake scenarios, respectively; and U was the wind speed measured from the anemometer on top of the nacelle (or from the meteorological tower). For the multiple turbines scenario, only the wind speed measured from the meteorological tower MET01 was used.
The second type of surrogate models represented the turbine(s) power generation as a function of the wind speed and turbulence intensity (TI), given by P aI ¼f ðU; TIÞ and P wI ¼f ðU; TIÞ (2) where P aI and P wI were the estimated wind power of A10 (or the nine turbines A01eA09) in the out-of-wake and in-wake scenarios, respectively.
Turbulence intensity
The TI is defined as the standard deviation of the wind speed within a short time period divided by the mean wind speed during that time period. In this study, 10-min turbulence intensity was estimated using the 1-min wind data recorded at the meteorological tower. where s U is the standard deviation of the 1-min wind speed within a 10-min period, and U represents the mean wind speed at the same location during the same time period.
Support vector regression
A wide variety of surrogate modeling techniques have been developed in the literature, including [23] : (i) the polynomial response surface model, (ii) Kriging, (iii) radial basis functions, (iv) extended radial basis functions, (v) artificial neural networks, and (vi) support vector regression (SVR). The regression method SVR was chosen to represent the power generation of a wind turbine as a function of the wind speed (and turbulence intensity). The SVR approach provides a unique way to construct smooth, nonlinear regression approximations by formulating the surrogate model construction problem as a quadratic programming problem, which is expressed as [24] :
where 〈Â; Â〉 denotes the dot product, w is a set of coefficients to be determined, and FðxÞ is a map from the input space to the feature space. To solve the coefficients, we can allow a predefined maximum tolerated error ε (with respect to the actual function value) at each data point, given by Ref. [24] .
Where f(x) is the actual function to be approximated. The flatness of the approximated function can be characterized by w. By including slack variables x i to the constraints and a cost function, the coefficient w can be obtained by solving a quadratic programming problem given by Ref. [24] .
where n p is the number of sample points. The parameter C > 0 is user specified and represents the trade-off between flatness and the amount up to which errors larger than ε are tolerated. The above formulation is the primal form of the quadratic programming problem. In most cases, the dual form with a smaller number of constraints is easier to solve, and it is widely used to define the final form of the approximation. The typical mapping functions allowed are radial basis functions, such as the Gaussian function. In this paper, we used an efficient SVR package, a library for support vector machines, developed by Chang and Lin [24] .
Wind speed distribution
The wind speed distribution is necessary to quantify the available energy (power density) at a site and to design optimal wind plant configurations. The Multivariate and Multimodal Wind Distribution (MMWD) model [25] can capture the joint variation of wind speed, wind direction, and air density, and also represents multimodally distributed data. The MMWD model was developed based on kernel density estimation. KDE is a nonparametric approach to estimate the probability density function of a random variable. KDE has been widely used in the renewable energy community for wind speed distribution characterization and wind and solar power forecasting [25e27] . The details of the MMWD model can be found in Zhang et al. [25] .
3.6. Uncertainty in the power response of turbines (under in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios)
Turbine manufacturers generally provide a smooth (monotonic) power curve to represent the power generation as a function of the incoming wind speed. However, in practice, the power generated by the turbines could be significantly different from that given by the power curve, with respect to the incoming wind speed recorded at the hub height. This discrepancy can be attributed to the following major factors:
i. Wind sheardthe variation of wind with vertical distance from the ground, resulting in nonuniformity of the wind faced by the entire turbine rotor. ii. Turbulence effectsdthe power generation depends on both mean wind speed and turbulence. iii. Turbine reliabilitydthe uncertainty in the turbine performance (aerodynamic and control performance).
It is, however, challenging to uniquely attribute uncertainties to these different sources simply based on the recorded incoming conditions and power generation (in in-field turbine operation). In this paper, the particular focus is on illustrating how the degree of uncertainty in the turbine power generation varies between the inwake and out-of-wake scenarios. In general, in an in-wake scenario a turbine is exposed to a greater amount of turbulenceda combination of atmospheric boundary layer turbulence and wakeinduced turbulencedwhich is expected to impact the variance in the power response of the turbine. In addition, we have also explored whether the estimated variance in the power generation was lower when it was represented as a function of both mean speed and turbulence intensity of the incoming wind (compared to only the mean wind speed).
The uncertainty in power generation with respect to a published/ reported power curve (Fig. 4(c) ) can be represented as a distribution of the following error (E pc ) E pc ¼ P c ðUÞ À P g ðUÞ
where P g (U) and P c (U) represent the recorded power generation and the expected power generation, respectively, given by the power curve for the same incoming mean wind speed. The uncertainty in power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for only mean wind speed (Eq.
(1)) can be represented as a distribution of the following error (E pf )
where P f (U) represents the power generation of a turbine (as a function of mean wind speed) given by the regression model (Eq.
(1)) fitted from the recorded data. The uncertainty in power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for both mean wind speed and turbulence intensity (Eq. (2)) can be represented as a distribution of the following errors (E pfI ) E pfI ¼ P gI ðU; TIÞ À P fI ðU; TIÞ
where P fI (U,TI) represents the power generation of a turbine (as a function of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity) given by the regression model (Eq. (2)) and P gI (U,TI) represents the actual power generation recorded for the same incoming mean wind speed and turbulence intensity. The above-defined power generation error values were separately determined for the in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios. The error values were normalized by the turbine rated power value (1.5 MW for the single turbine scenario and 13.5 MW for the multiple turbines scenario). The distribution of the normalized errors was then determined using the kernel density estimation method. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of wind speeds estimated by the MMWD model. The wind speeds measured from both A10 (the anemometer is located on top of the nacelle) and MET01 in year 2011 were analyzed. It was observed that the wind speed distributions from the all-data in-wake scenarios presented two modes. The wind speed distributions from the two out-of-wake scenarios were practically unimodal. For all three types of wind distributions (using all-data, out-of-wake, and in-wake), the wind distribution measured from MET01 was slightly to the right side of the wind distribution measured from the turbine nacelle. This is because the anemometer is located behind the turbine rotor.
Results and Discussion
e Single Wind Turbine (A10)
Distribution of wind speeds

Uncertainty in power generation with respect to reported power curve of turbine A10
The discrepancy between the recorded power generation (from turbine A10) and the expected power generation given by the power curve for the same incoming mean wind speed was calculated by Eq. (7) ; the recorded wind speed from MET01 at 80 m was used. The uncertainty in the turbine power generation with respect to the power curve in Fig. 4(c) was quantified by the distribution of the power discrepancy, which is shown in Fig. 7 . The power generation error was normalized by the turbine rated power (1500 kW). The mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of power generation errors are listed in Table 1 . Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution, and is the third standardized moment. The discrepancy is equal to the expected power generation minus the recorded power generation, and thus a positive skewness leads to an over-expected tail, and a negative skewness leads to an under-expected tail. Kurtosis is a measure of the magnitude of the peak of the distribution. A distribution with a positive kurtosis value is known as leptokurtic, which indicates a peaked (narrow) distribution, whereas a negative kurtosis indicates a flat (wide) data distribution, known as platykurtic. The pronounced peak of the leptokurtic distribution indicates a large number of very small turbine power generation errors [28] . According to standard deviation, there was relatively more uncertainty in the power generation in the in-wake scenario. The negative mean and skewness values for the in-wake scenario indicated that the power curve overall tended to underestimate the wind turbine power generation. The fat left tail on the in-wake scenario showed that there were generally more negative extreme errors from the power curve estimation when the turbine was under wakes.
Surrogate modeling and uncertainty quantification for turbine A10: Power ¼ f(U)
Two surrogate models were developed to represent the wind turbine power generation as a function of the wind speed for the inwake and out-of-wake scenarios, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The 10-min data from the entire year 2011 were used for this case. In the figure, the solid and dashed lines represent the surrogates developed using the wind speeds measured from A10; the dotted and dotdashed lines represent the surrogates developed using the wind speeds measured from MET01. It was observed that the turbine generated different power under the same wind conditions between in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios. It was also seen that the turbine was cut out earlier when turbines are out-of-wake than inwake, showing that wake effects may affect the response time of turbine's cut out. This observation needs to be investigated further in the future. Fig. 8(b) illustrates the difference of power generation as a function of wind speed. By comparing the surrogate models developed using the turbine downstream speeds, we observed that (i) the turbine generated more power in the in-wake scenario than in the out-of-wake scenario, when the wind speed was between approximately 3 m/s and 9 m/s, and greater than 15 m/s; and (ii) the turbine produced almost the same power in the in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios when the wind speed was between approximately 9 m/s and 15 m/s. In the surrogate models developed using wind speeds measured from MET01, it was observed that A10 generated more power in the in-wake scenario than in the out-of-wake scenario over the full range of wind speeds. The average in-wake power generation (over the wind speed range of 0e25 m/s) is approximately 16.7% and 10.7% greater than the average out-of-wake power generation based on the A10 downstream speeds and the MET01 wind speed, respectively. Overall, the results indicated that wake turbulence could be helpful in increasing wind power generation for the analyzed wind turbine A10. It was also observed that, when wind speeds approach the turbine's cut-out speed, the power output starts to drop earlier with the surrogate developed based on the turbine downstream speeds. This may be explained by the stronger gusts above the cut out speed causing cut out control to trip sooner. The uncertainty in power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for only mean wind speed is quantified in Fig. 8(c) . The figure shows the distribution of fitted power errors between the recorded wind power generation and the surrogate estimations. Both wind speeds measured from the anemometers installed on the turbine and the meteorological tower were analyzed. The fitted power errors were normalized by the rated power of A10, which is 1500 kW. The mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis values of the error distributions are listed in Table 2 . According to the mean and standard deviation values, there was relatively more uncertainty in the surrogate of the in-wake scenario than that of the out-of-wake scenario, thus there was more uncertainty in turbine power generation in the in-wake scenario. The proposed statistical methods could be combined with high-fidelity models (e.g., large eddy simulation) or more accurate measurements (e.g., lidar and sodar measurements) to more accurately characterize the wake effects, thereby helping better understand the in-wake uncertainty information in the power generation. It was also observed from statistical moments that the surrogate developed using wind speeds measured from A10 was more accurate than the surrogate developed using wind speeds measured from MET01.
Surrogate modeling and uncertainty quantification for turbine A10: Power ¼ f(U, TI)
In the previous section, the surrogate model was developed to represent the turbine power generation as a function of wind speed only. Part of the uncertainty in the developed surrogate can be attributed to the lack of incoming condition characterizationde.g., not considering incoming turbulence intensity. Therefore, another surrogate model was further developed to represent the turbine power generation as a function of wind speed and turbulence intensity. The data from the 2011 summer period (July, August, and September) was used for this case. The 10-min average turbulence intensity was calculated based on the 1-min wind speed measured from MET01. First, a surrogate was built to investigate the relationship between the wind speed and the turbulence intensity at MET01, which is shown in Fig. 9 . At the studied wind plant, the turbulence intensity was relatively high when the wind speed was fairly low (less than 5 m/s) or high (greater than 20 m/s).
Two surrogate models were developed to represent the turbine power generation as a function of the wind speed and the turbulence intensity for the in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios. The wind speed data measured from both A10 and MET01 were used. The contour plots of the developed surrogates are shown in Fig. 10 . The surrogates for the out-of-wake and in-wake scenarios that were developed based on measured wind speeds from A10 are shown in Figs. 10(a) and (b) , respectively; the surrogates for the out-of-wake and in-wake scenarios that were developed based on measured wind speeds from MET01 are shown in Figs. 10(c) and (d), respectively. Fig. 10 shows that the turbine power generation is sensitive to both wind speed and turbulence intensity. It was observed that: (i) for the out-of-wake scenario, the power generation was more sensitive to the turbulence intensity at lower wind speeds than at higher wind speeds, and (ii) for the in-wake scenario, the power generation was more sensitive to the turbulence intensity when the wind speed was close to the turbine rated speed. In addition, the power generation changed with the turbulence intensity even when the wind speed was greater than the turbine rated speed.
It is important to note that the power output drops with higher wind speeds as it approaches the turbine's cut-out speed due to measurement uncertainty and operating practices. The highest power output is observed at about 12 m/s wind speed (close to the turbine's rated wind speed) with a small turbulence intensity value. The power output generally decreases as turbulence intensity increases when the turbine is operating at rated power. By comparing the out-of-wake (Figs. 10(a) and (c) ) and in-wake scenarios (Figs. 10(b) and (d) ), we observed that the turbine power generation was more sensitive to turbulence when the turbine was in the wake of other turbines.
The uncertainty in the power generation with respect to the estimated power response that accounts for both mean wind speed and turbulence intensity is quantified in Fig. 11 . Both wind speeds measured from the anemometers installed on the turbine and the meteorological tower were analyzed. The fitted power errors were normalized by the rated power of A10, which is 1500 kW. To compare the uncertainties in the power generation between the cases,P ¼ f ðUÞ andP ¼ f ðU; TIÞ, surrogates of the power generation as a function of the wind speed only were again developed using the A10 and MET01 data during the 2011 summer. Table 3 lists the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis values of the error distributions. According to the standard deviation values, the uncertainty in the surrogate model was reduced by considering the turbulence intensity. For surrogates developed using wind speed measured from the turbine, the uncertainty levels in Fig. 11(a) were not significantly different; for surrogates developed using wind speed measured from the meteorological tower as shown in Fig. 11(b) , the uncertainty in the out-of-wake scenario was significantly lower than that in the in-wake scenario. For surrogates with meteorological tower data, the standard deviation of the out-ofwake scenario was approximately 52% less than that of the inwake scenario when considering only wind speed. The number increased to 54% when considering both wind speed and turbulence intensity. It was again observed from the statistical moments that the surrogate developed using wind speeds measured from A10 was more accurate than the surrogate developed using wind speeds measured from MET01. The model based on MET tower data Fig. 9 . Turbulence intensity measured at the meteorological towers. caused a much large error for the in-wake estimates, indicating MET tower data was not sufficient to capture and illustrate the wake effects, though the MET tower was close to the analyzed turbine.
Results and Discussion e Multiple Wind Turbines (A01-A09)
Surrogate modeling and uncertainty quantification for the multiple turbines scenario
Two types of surrogate models, Power ¼ f(U) and Power ¼ f(U, TI), were developed for both the in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios. Because the wind speeds measured from the anemometers of the nine turbines are different, only the wind speed data measured from MET01 were used for this scenario. The same 10-min average turbulence intensity calculated based on MET01 was also adopted in this scenario. The contour plots of the developed surrogates (Power ¼ f(U, TI)) for the out-of-wake and in-wake scenarios are shown in Fig. 12 . It was observed that, for both outof-wake and in-wake scenarios, the power generation was more sensitive to the turbulence intensity with lower wind speeds than with higher wind speeds. As in the single turbine scenario, we observed that: (i) power generation changed with turbulence intensity even when wind speed was greater than the turbine's rated speed; and (ii) turbine power generation was more sensitive to turbulence for the in-wake scenario. Fig. 13 shows the uncertainty in the power generation for the two types of surrogate models Power ¼ f(U) and Power ¼ f(U, TI). The fitted power errors were normalized by the rated power of the nine turbines, which is 13,500 kW. It was observed that: (i) the uncertainty in the out-of-wake scenario was significantly lower than that in the in-wake scenario; (ii) for the in-wake scenario, the uncertainty levels between the Power ¼ f(U) and Power ¼ f(U, TI) were not significantly different; and (iii) for the out-of-wake scenario, the uncertainty level was relatively lower when considering the turbulence intensity in the surrogate model. These observations could help wind farm operators to optimally determine strategies for reducing wind power uncertainty attributed to turbulence, such as applying different control set points based on wind speed and turbulence intensity, and separately optimizing parameters of wind turbine controllers between in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios.
Power and uncertainty Reduction for the multiple turbines scenario
This section focuses on the uncertainty quantification for the multiple turbines scenario. As described before, the 10-min resolution wind speed data was available for an entire year, and the 1-min high resolution data was only available for the summer.
Low-resolution data analysis for the entire year
This section analyzes the effects of data source (e.g., resolution and measured location) on the wind power uncertainty estimation. Considering that only the lower resolution data is available at MET tower and wind turbines, turbulence intensity is not considered in this case.
5.2.1.1. Estimation errors for turbines w.r.t. only their individual speeds:. The uncertainty in the power estimation for all the turbines is shown in Fig. 14(a) . Note that, the error distribution is not spread out on either side of '0', compared to Fig. 13 . This indicates that the use of turbine's own measured wind speed improves their power estimation accuracy, which is expected.
5.2.1.2. Estimation errors for turbines w.r.t. only MET tower speed. Fig. 14(b) shows the distribution of power estimation error when using MET tower measurement. Note that the error distribution is much more spread out along the x-axis, compared to Fig. 14(a) . This reiterates the observation that, though MET tower wind speed data can be used for wind power output estimation, it generally introduces more uncertainty than the local turbine measured data. However, MET tower measurements generally have higher resolution data, from which the turbulence intensity can be calculated and used for the uncertainty quantification. In addition, MET tower data can also be used to calibrate the wind speed and direction measurements from different turbines.
High-resolution data analysis for the summer months
This section analyzes the effects of data source (resolution and measured location) on the wind power uncertainty estimation using high resolution MET tower data for summer months. Turbulence intensity is considered in this case. Both the contour plots for surrogate models and the uncertainty plots are presented.
5.2.2.1. Estimation errors for turbines A01-09 w.r.t. their individual speed and TI. It is observed that the use of turbulence intensity has greatly reduced the uncertainty (Fig. 15(b) ) compared to Fig. 14(a) . This can be attributed to the better turbulence characterization (by including TI) and the use of local turbine measured wind speeds, which are highly correlated to the turbine's output. Both the single turbine (in Section 4) and multiple turbines scenarios have shown that, the uncertainty in wind power generation estimation can be reduced by considering the turbulence intensity. Turbulence intensity could possibly be utilized as a parameter for wind power forecasting and wind farm operations.
5.2.2.2.
Estimation errors for turbines A01-09 w.r.t. MET tower speed and TI. When relatively less correlated MET tower wind speed data was used, the turbulence-caused uncertainty in wind power generation increased (Fig. 16 (b) ) in contrast to Fig. 14(a) . Overall, the power estimation is highly sensitive to the source of the collected wind speed data.
Power curve estimation
As another measure to quantify the accuracy of the wind power estimation, the developed surrogate model is also used to generate the power curve for the corresponding turbines. This helps in measuring the relative performance of various techniques used, and gives a visual understanding of the accuracy. The metrics of root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are calculated. Interesting patterns are observed in . This is because the wind data is strongly correlated to the respective turbine. Using the MET tower data (Case 2) reduces the accuracy of power estimation. This is due to the relatively weak correlation between the MET tower data and turbine's output power. The most accurate power estimation (least errors) is obtained when using turbine's own speed together with the TI calculated using the high resolution summer MET tower data (Case 3). Most interestingly, errors increase significantly, when using the MET tower wind speed data and TI together (Case 4), due to the weak correlation between the MET tower data and turbine's output power.
Power curve estimation using the surrogate models
Power curve is the most important metric used to in turbine selection for wind plant design. To enable an automatic turbine type selection in wind farm optimization, approximated turbine curves expressed as a mathematic function is needed to form the optimization problem [10] . In this analysis, power curves were estimated using the surrogate models generated for Case 1. These estimated power curves were compared to the original power curve as given by the manufacturer (Fig. 4(c) ). RMSE and MAE quantify the deviation of the estimated power curve, as presented in Fig. 18 . It is seen that, the MAE of all the turbines is between 100 kW and 200 kW, indicating that the estimates are relatively close to the expected outputs in general.
Conclusions
This paper developed a methodology to analyze how ambient and wake turbulence affect the power generation of a wind turbine. The monitoring wind speed, wind direction, and power generation SCADA data from a wind plant in Northern Colorado were used for the analysis. For the analyzed in-wake and out-of-wake scenarios, surrogate models were developed to represent the turbine power generation, (i) as a function of the wind speed and (ii) as a function of the wind speed and turbulence intensity. Uncertainties in the surrogate models and thereby in the turbine power generation were quantified.
We found that under the same wind conditions the turbine Fig. 15 . SVM using turbine's own wind speed and turbulence intensity for summer months. Fig. 16 . SVM using MET tower wind speed and turbulence intensity for summer months. generated different power between the in-wake and the out-ofwake scenarios, and the turbine generally produced more power in the in-wake scenario. In the surrogate model that represented the power generation as a function of wind speed and turbulence intensity, we found that (i) in the out-of-wake scenario, for both the single turbine and multiple turbines cases, the power generation was more sensitive to the turbulence intensity with lower wind speeds than with higher wind speeds; and (ii) in the in-wake of the single turbine scenario, the power generation was more sensitive to the turbulence intensity when the wind speed was close to the turbine rated speed. The uncertainty quantification results showed that more uncertainty in the power generation was present in the in-wake scenario than in the out-of-wake scenario. The results of this paper could be useful in wind power forecasting models that consider the output of an entire plant. The uncertainty in the plant output would be much higher when the wind direction is such that a large number of turbines are in the wake of other turbines. The uncertainty information would be uniquely helpful for developing a probabilistic wind power forecast. It also speaks to the importance of providing many sources of wind speed data to the forecasting algorithms, as there is clear value from using individual turbine wind speed measurements for the power conversion process. Thus, utilizing the individual turbine wind speed measurements in forecasting applications should yield better results than MET tower data alone. The uncertainty analysis could also be useful for the optimal design of a wind plant, by maximizing the power generation of wind turbines that are under wakes. This could be especially useful for the design of large plants, or plants in locations where there is not a single predominate wind direction.
